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Abstract
A two scales numerical analysis is set up in order to upscale the permeability of fractured
materials such as concrete. To that aim we couple FE kinematics enhancements (strong discontinuities) representing fine scale cracks to the fine scale permeability tensor. The latter may be
split into two parts: the first one is isotropic and corresponds to flows within the porosity of the
material; the second one, based upon a set of cracks with different orientations and openings,
is anisotropic. For the latter each crack is a path for mass flow according to the Poiseuille law
considering two infinite planes. We show how the upscaling procedure leads both to the definition
of macroscopic permeability tensors as well as the flow rate evaluation for components of concrete
structures.

1

Introduction

Mass (gas and water) transfers within concrete are an important issue dealing with numerous applications in Civil engineering such as geological CO2 storage or civil nuclear industry. In France, the
latter aims at extending its nuclear powerplants lifetime which requires accurate quantifications of the
outflow through the concrete vessel along different cases and accounting for the long-term evolution of
concrete properties and cracking. Under severe accident cases — e.g. LOCA: Loss-Of-Coolant Accident —, the stress and strain states may reach quite important values, leading to a set of macroscopic
cracks. The main objective is then to assess that the leaking rate remains below some prescribed
threshold, which is usually done thanks to some integrity tests.
On the physical point of view, macroscopic cracks lead to a macroscopic permeability that increases
by several orders of magnitude and also exhibits a strong anisotropy due to cracks orientations [1],
[2]. Except for low stress levels, linking the fractured state of concrete to the induced anisotropic
permeability tensor is a difficult task [3], [4]. The main reason for that is the broad use of macroscopic
smeared crack models which are not providing accurate and physical quantities — such as cracks
opening and orientation — in order to model fractures within a FE context. Actually, it is quite
clear that the "discrete" nature of each macroscopic fracture — and thus of the corresponding flow
— also requires a discrete numerical representation of cracks in order to set up the hydro-mechanical
coupling on a physical basis. Such bridge have been made using, for example, lattice models [5].
On the other hand, considering a set of meso-scale cracks with different openings and orientations,
the problem of determining the macroscopic permeability can also be handled in an analytical sense
through self-consistent scheme [6]. The latter shows that the order of magnitude of the permeability
1

increases beyond a meso-scale crack density threshold. However, such analytical scheme requires to
assume some constraint about the cracks distribution (e.g. isotropic orientations) and is thus mostly
restricted to low levels or isotropic loading cases. Here we show that incorporating discontinuities —
which are, by essence, discrete — within the FE interpolation of the displacements field also leads to
a natural and accurate way to quantify both macroscopic flows and permeability tensors.
To that aim we consider a two scales approach, in the spirit of sequential multi-scale methods [7].
The latter tend to build macroscopic models from a sequence of lower scale computations. Most of
them rely on a probabilistic description of phases arrangement or material properties at the fine scale.
Here they require both a macroscale flow model — chosen among porous media flow theory — and a
fine scale coupled hydromechanical analysis. By applying a set of specific boundary conditions at the
mesoscale — fine scale — and assuming ergodicity, the spatial averages allow to compute macroscopic
quantities, such as permeability tensors according to the chosen macroscopic flow model. This a posteriori upscaling makes sequential multi-scale methods quite popular in order to compute macroscopic
properties, especially considering non-linear behavior for which analytical homogenization meets important theoretical challenges. It is worth noting that, whether ergodicity doesn’t appear as a correct
assumption (eg. dealing with non differentiable in time processes), the methodology is still valid,
provided that the spatial averages are replaced by ensemble integrals. The latter may be advantageously computed through Monte-Carlo integration. The latter basically consists in considering
several independent mesoscale realizations and in computing a posteriori statistics.
The outline of this paper is as follows: the sequential multi-scale framework is detailed in Section
2, as well as the cracks FE modeling and the hydro-mechanical coupling, both at mesoscale. In
Section 3 we next turn to the mesoscale flow problem statement, considering both incompressible and
compressible flows. Section 4 shows the results of the upscaling procedure, first dealing with different
"idealized" cracks patterns. Finally we consider a Reinforced Concrete element submitted to tension
and compare the numerical simulations to the main experimental results from [8].

2

Sequential multi-scale framework

As opposed to integrated multi-scale methods, sequential ones require both a macroscopic model and
a fine scale one. The former defines a set of macroscopic parameters which may be identified thanks to
a sequence of fine scale computations along specific boundary conditions and spatial averaging. Here
the macroscopic point of view is that mass transfers through concrete can be modeled in the sense of
porous media flow [9], which defines the macroscopic permeability as a symmetric and positive-definite
second order tensor KM [m2 ] according to,
ρ
QM = − KM · GM [kg.s−1 .m−2 ]
µ

(1)

where µ and ρ are the viscosity and the density of the fluid. QM is the macroscopic mass flow
density vector and GM is the macroscopic pressure gradient, both defined as spatial averages of the
corresponding fine scale quantities:
Z
Z
1
1
M
M
q(x) dV, G =
grad(p) dV
Q =
(2)
V V
V V
In order to compute each components of the tensor KM , a sequence of mesoscale computations
have to be performed along specific boundary conditions which must be chosen according to the
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Hill-Mandel condition [10]. Such condition ensures that the dissipations at small and large scales are
matching (in a statistical sense) and thus allows to evaluate the macroscopic constitutive response
of heterogeneous media in terms of spatial averages. It has been reformulated in the case of porous
media flow by [11] leading us to stress on two kinds of uniform boundary conditions which are,
• the uniform pressure boundary condition (Dirichlet-type) defined as,
p(x) = GM · x + p0

(3)

∀x ∈ ∂Ω

where GM is the pressure gradient which is, in this case, considered to be a constant vector.
To be more precise, considering GM = [1 0 0]T and the two other circular permutations lead to
a straightforward way to compute the nine components of the macroscale permeability matrix
KM .
• the uniform mass flow boundary condition (Neumann-type) as,
q(x) · n(x) = ρ(x)v(x) · n(x) = QM · n(x)

∀x ∈ ∂Ω

(4)

where QM is a constant vector, n(x) is the unit normal vector and v is the filtration velocity. Considering QM = [1 0 0]T and the two other circular permutations allows for a complete
−1
definition of KM .

The influence of the choice for the boundary conditions is discussed at the beginning of Section 4.
However, whether the two results are diverging, we shall already stress on the ability of the uniform
pressure case to provide more reliable results compared to analytical solutions.
Such two-scale framework thus requires to set up both a macro model (to be identified) and a
mesoscale one. Here, following [12] the latter is based on a spatial truss representation in order to
model the mechanical behavior of a two phases material (aggregates melt into mortar). The kinematics
enhancements through a set of strain discontinuities lead to FE meshes which are not constrained
by the physical interfaces, hence allowing for an accurate and simple way to handle complex mesoscale geometries [13]. On the other hand, the non-linear behaviour is captured by meso-scale cracks
modeling through a set of displacement discontinuities.

2.1

Mesoscale failure FE modeling: embedded strong discontinuity

One of the key issues dealing with the numerical modeling of brittle and quasi-brittle materials
is the fracture process modeling and its representation. From a physical point of view, fractures or
cracks might be viewed as introducing displacement discontinuities within a continuum. For modeling
aspects, cracking leads to the progressive decrease of the stiffness and eventually to softening behavior
where strain increase is accompanied by the stress decrease. It is well-known that dealing with such
kind of softening behavior leads to non-uniqueness of FE solutions with respect to the chosen mesh.
Several numerical techniques have been developed during the past twenty years in order to regularize
FE models including softening laws. Among them, it is worth citing the smeared crack model [14],
the non-local approach [15] and more recently the strong discontinuity approach – [16], [17], [18]. The
latter has proven to be quite efficient without any requirement in terms of additional parameter and
is widely used in order to model continuum material failure. Two alternatives, nodal (X-FEM [18])
and element (E-FEM [16]) enrichments, are presently available for capturing displacement (strong)
discontinuities. Deciding which one is the most suitable for the purpose of material failure simulation
3

Figure 1: Strong discontinuity crack representation and crack opening process
is still a controversial issue, out of scope of this work. The numerical simulations presented in this
work have been carried out using element enrichments, which benefit from the static condensation
procedure. The main advantage of such a methodology is to be able to provide numerical values for
cracks opening and to preserve the total number of unknowns as well. Adding strong enhancements to
the set of strain discontinuities thus lead to a non-linear modeling strategy which is oriented towards
a more reliable interpretation of failure mechanisms for heterogeneous materials.
Here, within the context of the E-FEM methods, the mechanical analysis is based on [12] and [19],
and relies on spatial truss models at meso-scale. Such truss is generated by first computing the 3D
Delaunay triangulation of a Poisson point process over the spatial domain of interest in accordance
with a prescribed points density. Each edge of the resulting tetrahedral elements is then converted
into a bar element whose cross-section is computed by mean of the corresponding Voronoi tessellation.
Finally, spherical inclusions are generated from the Gibbs point process, taking into account both
prescribed volume fraction and inclusion diameters.
Moreover, dealing with brittle and quasi-brittle materials, pretty simple failure mechanisms are
introduced at meso-scale. The chosen yield function Φ, which leads to activating the strong discontinuities within the elements, corresponds to tensile fracture and mode I opening. Here it is written
as,
Φ(t, q) = t − (σf − q) ≤ 0

(5)

where t is the traction vector at the discontinuity and σf the limit stress. The softening is introduced
through the variable q = f ([[u]]) by considering the exponential form,



σf
(6)
f ([[u]]) = σf 1 − exp − [[u]]
Gf
where [[u]] = u+ − u− is the displacement jump — which is assumed to be the image of the crack
opening and belongs to the set of unknowns — and the fracture energy Gf [J.m−2 ] is introduced as
the area under the t vs. [[u]] curve (see Fig.1). It is worth noting that such fine scale failure criterion is triggered only for fracture in tension (or equivalently in case of extension dealing with truss
elements) at meso-scale, which is typical of brittle or quasi-brittle materials like cement-based ones.
However, [12] showed that the macroscopic mechanical response of such models exhibits failure modes
along several macroscopic proportional loading paths, such as simple tension and compression, shear,
bi-axial tension and compression, etc. Moreover, here the key point are the embedded displacement
4

discontinuities which are assumed to model meso-scale cracks through a finite jump within the displacement interpolation. The magnitude [[u]] of this jump is nothing else but the crack opening. It
is quite clear that such an information leads to a straightforward way to compute mass flows within
meso-scale cracks. Moreover the set of cracks orientations clearly gather the whole information dealing
with the fracture pattern anisotropy and thus allows to set up an accurate hydro-mechanical coupling
at such fine scale by the mean of Finite Element assembly procedure. This point is detailed in the
next section.

2.2

Meso-scale coupling through the Poiseuille law

The meso-scale mechanical representation developed in [12] is based on a spatial truss built thanks
to a Poisson point process [20] and its Delaunay triangulation. The latter defines a set of two nodes
finite elements, which kinematics are enhanced in order to represent both heterogeneities and fine
scale cracks. Here we assume that each of those crack is a path for a mass flow, according to the
Poiseuille law written in case of two infinite parallel planes. Obviously, the distance between those
planes is equal to the meso-crack opening or displacement jump w = [[u]] = u+ − u− .
Dealing with an incompressible fluid, any meso-scale crack — which unit normal vector is n —
leads to an equivalent fine scale porous media, with permeability tensor as,
Km = kintr 1 +


w3
1−n⊗n
12L

(7)

where L is the length of a typical element including a strong discontinuity of magnitude w and kintr
is the intrinsic permeability of the material depending upon the porosity and the saturation degree
(e.g. 10−17 m2 for ordinary concrete). It is worth noting that kintr must be strictly positive in order
to get a full rank matrix Km .The corresponding mass flow density vector q, due to such meso-scale
crack, can thus be written as:
Km
q = −ρ
· grad(p)
(8)
µ
This mass flow vector is clearly oriented along the crack and the latter has no influence in the normal
direction:
kintr
q · n = −ρ
grad(p) · n
(9)
µ
Considering a compressible fluid, here assumed to follow the ideal gas law,
ρ=p

M
RT

(10)

where M is its molar mass (kg.mol−1 ), R is the universal gas constant (8, 314 J.K−1 .mol−1 ) and T
the absolute temperature (K), the density cannot be assumed to remain constant and (8) must be
reformulated as,
Km M
q=−
p · grad(p)
(11)
µ RT
or, in a more practical way as:
Km M
· grad(p2 )
(12)
q=−
2µ RT
Equation (12) is very similar to (8), apart from showing a linear relationship between the mass
flow density and the gradient of the pressure-squared field and not the pressure field itself. This
5

remark suggests a common resolution scheme for both compressible and incompressible flows (see
next section).
Having this fine scale hydro-mechanical coupling in hands, it is clear that any mass flow problem
shall inherit from most of the information coming from the mechanical meso-scale analysis. The
corresponding set of meso-scale cracks, each showing different openings and orientations, shall lead
to a straightforward way to account for both induced anisotropy, fracture tortuosity and percolation
issue. In order to set up such information upscaling, we here rely on a FE formulation of the flow
problem at meso-scale. Hence, by defining an elementary permeability matrix for each element and
by applying the FE assembly procedure, the resolution of this problem leads to a complete definition
of the flow solution. The next section focuses on the FE formulation of this flow problem.

3

FE formulation of the global flow problem

The keystone of any sequential multi-scale analysis is obviously the ability to numerically solve physical
problems at the chosen "fine" scale. Here, we focus on porous media flow problems within the
context of the hydro-mechanical coupling presented above. As stated previously, the latter leads to
a heterogeneous field of anisotropic permeability tensors. Moreover we aim at gathering within a
common numerical scheme both compressible and incompressible flows. Since the latter is extensively
described in numerous textbooks [9], [21], here we focus on compressible fluids, for which using the
pressure-squared field leads to such a common FE simulation scheme. We start by recalling the weak
form of the mass balance equation, before turning to the FE spatial discretization. Finally we provide
some details dealing with the elementary matrix computation.

3.1

Weak form of the mass balance equation

Assuming steady-state flows and no source, the local — strong — form of the mass balance equation
is,
(13)
div(ρv) = div(q) = 0
where q is still the mass flow density vector [kg.s−1 .m−2 ]. Such form — substituting mass flow to
filtration velocity — is suitable for both incompressible and compressible cases. The corresponding
weak form can be written as follows:
Find p2 ∈ S(Ω), such that ∀p⋆2 ∈ V (Ω):
Z

p⋆2 div(q(p2 )) dΩ = 0

(14)

Ω

Here S(Ω) is the admissible pressure-squared field space (an affine space),
S(Ω) = {p2 ∈ H 1 (Ω)|p2 (∂Ω) = p20 }
2

(15)

∈ L2 (Ω)} is a Hilbert space. V (Ω) is the admissible
where H 1 (Ω) = {p2 ∈ L2 (Ω); ∀i = 1...n, ∂p
∂xi
pressure-squared fields space to zero (i.e. nil on the part of the boundary for which Dirichlet conditions
are applied):
V (Ω) = {p⋆2 ∈ H 1 (Ω)|p⋆2 (∂Ω) = 0}
(16)
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With both an integration by parts and the Green-Ostrogradski theorem, equation (14) becomes,
Z
Z
⋆2
p q0 · n ds − grad(p⋆2 ) · q dΩ = 0
(17)
Ω

δΩq

which is the basis to compute an approximate solution p2,h of the flow problem.

3.2

Approximate FE solution

seeked within a finite dimensional subspace S h (Ωh ) ⊂ S(Ω). Providing a finite
A solution to (17) is S
el
element mesh Ωh = ne=1
Ωe of the domain, an ansatz function Na (x) is associated to each node of
this mesh. The whole set of these ansatz functions span the finite-dimensional space S h (Ωh ) of which
they form a basis. Over a finite element Ωe , the approximate solution p2,h can thus be written as,
X
p2,h (x) Ωe =
(18)
Na (x)p2a = N.p2e
a

where the vector p2e contains the pressure-squared values on each node of Ωe . Gathering the derivatives
of the ansatz functions within elementary matrices Be , we may write the gradient of the pressuresquared field as,
(19)
gradh (p2 ) Ω = Be · p2e
e

With the above definitions and the approximate weak form on Ωh coming from (17), we obtain a
set of equations,
rh := r(p2,h ) = f int (p2,h ) − f ext = 0
(20)
where

nel

f

int

=−

A

e=1

Z

BT
e · q dΩ

(21)

Ωe

nel

A

is the internal forces vector and
e=1 is the finite element assembly operator. Still dealing with
compressible flows, (12) provides a linear relationship between the mass flow density vector q and the
pressure-squared field p2 . Including this relation in (20) leads to a set of linear equations to be solved,
K · p2,h = f ext

(22)

where K is the FE permeability matrix associated to the chosen mesh Ωh ,
nel

K=

AK

e

e=1

and Ke are the elementary permeability matrix:
Z
m
M K
T
e
· Be dΩ
Be ·
K =
RT 2µ
Ωe
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(23)

(24)

3.3

Elementary permeability matrix

Considering (7), the elementary permeability matrix defined by (24) can obviously be split into two
parts,
e
e
Ke = Kiso
+ Kaniso
(25)
e
where Kiso
is the isotropic part corresponding to the uncracked material,
Z
M kintr
e
BT
Kiso =
· Be dΩ
e
RT 2µ
Ωe

(26)

e
and Kaniso
is the anisotropic part linked to mesoscale failures:
Z

M w3
e
· Be dΩ
1
Kaniso =
−
n
⊗
n
BT
·
e
µRT 24L
Ωe

(27)

ni

Y
Z

wi
X

Figure 2: 4-nodes tetrahedron flow element with one mesoscale crack
Equation (27) states for one mesoscale crack — oriented along n — only. Here we deal with 4-nodes
tetrahedron element which thus consist of six edges. Hence, each of those edges represents an element
within the mechanical fine scale lattice (see Fig.2 where one flow analysis element is represented – a
4-nodes tetrahedron – with one strong discontinuity) and thus may be associated to a fine scale crack
whose opening is computed numerically. Consequently, the anisotropic part of (25) has to be written
as,
6 Z
X

M wi3
e
−
n
BT
·
1
Kaniso =
(28)
⊗
n
i
i · Be dΩ
e
µRT 24L
i=1 Ωe
where the set of cracks associated to element Ωe has ni orientations and wi openings.
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e
It is worth noting that, on the numerical procedure point of view, Kiso
evaluation requires a
e
single numerical integration point. On the other hand, considering the set of six edges of Ωe , Kaniso
evaluation can thus be viewed according to six numerical integration points.
Assembling the elementary permeability matrix (25) and solving the set of linear equations (22)
leads to the approximate solution of the flow problem. This solution consists of the pressure field
for incompressible fluid and of the pressure-squared field dealing with compressible ones. Both can
thus be solved using the same FE code and procedures, and the only slight difference then remains
in considering the pressure-squared for compressible flows.
With this two-scales numerical tool in hands we now turn to some specific numerical examples in
order to demonstrate its main feature.

4

Numerical examples and upscaling validation

On the physical point of view, the macroscopic permeability tensor must clearly inherits from the
anisotropy due to the crack patterns. The numerical examples presented in this section show that
the upscaling process leads to such result thanks to the Finite Element assembly procedure. To
that aim, we first consider "perfect" failure patterns — which consist of a single plane crack with
constant opening from 10−6 mm to 10−2 mm — inside a cubic domain. We compute the macroscopic
permeability tensor along different orientations and opening values. Then we focus on reinforced
concrete (RC) element submitted to simple tension and for which a novel permeability device has
been developped by [8].
On the Software Engineering point of view, those computations are based upon the FE simulator
component coFeap [22] which allows for multiple instantiations and asynchronous communication.
Hence the sequence of fine scale computations, which is the keystone of any sequential multi-scale
method, may be performed in parallel using the same data set. Each of those computations consists
in solving a compressible or incompressible flow problem using a fine mesh (here 338 436 nodes and
1 933 643 tetrahedrons). Although mesh convergence studies (see Fig.3) show that an asymptotic
response is obtained for much coarser grids, the chosen mesh for the flow problem must match with
the spatial truss one. The latter’s size is related to the diameter of the smallest inclusions to be
modeled (here 1 mm).
In order to solve the linear system (22) — or its counterpart dealing with incompressible flows —
we choose for wellknown iterative solver, like preconditioned conjugate gradient [23].

4.1

"Perfect" failure patterns

Figure 4 shows a single plane crack with constant opening range from [[u]] = 10−6 mm to [[u]] = 10−2
mm. Apart from this specific path for mass flow, the whole domain (1003 mm3 ) is assumed to be
homogeneous and with isotropic permeability kintr = 10−17 m2 . It is worth noting that such strictly
positive value is mandatory in order to deal with full-rank permeability tensor (7).
Following the sequential multi-scale framework, a set of three different uniform pressure boundary conditions are imposed to the domain, leading to a complete determination of the macroscopic
permeability tensor KM . The three matrices (29), (30) and (31) show the evolution of this computed

9

Figure 3: Mesh convergence considering a "perfect" plane crack — 1 mm opening — inside a 1003
mm3 domain

Figure 4: Single plane crack inside a cubic domain – the opening is constant in the normal direction
X
macroscopic tensor along the crack opening.

1.000 0.000
M

K[[u]]=10−6 mm = 0.000 1.000
0.000 0.000

1.022 0.000
M

K[[u]]=10−3 mm = 0.000 1.170
0.000 0.000

1.02
5.98
M

K[[u]]=10−2 mm = −5.4 1.21.102
2.08
18.10


0.000
0.000 · 10−17 m2
1.000

0.000
0.000 · 10−17 m2
1.054

1.50
13.28  · 10−17 m2
1.07.102

(29)

(30)

(31)

Clearly, (29) shows that a very tiny crack opening (comparing to the whole domain size) has no
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influence on the mass transfer properties. The macroscopic permeability tensor is then equal to the
homogeneous meso-scale one. On the contrary, when dealing with larger openings, the influence of
the crack becomes predominant. First, (31) shows a strong anisotropy which is clearly induced by the
crack pattern (here a perfect plane). Second, the non diagonal components are no more equal to zero,
especially considering the values that represents the cross-permeability within the plane defined by the
crack. It is also worth noting that, although the above matrices are not strictly symmetric — which
is mainly due to numerical precision dealing with iterative solvers — the norm of the nonsymmetric
part of (31) is neglectable comparing to its symmetric part norm (less than 0.1 %).
Moreover, we stress here on the influence of the boundary conditions by comparing the two main
cases offered by the Hill condition: "uniform pressure" or Dirichlet-type boundary conditions (3) and
"uniform mass flow" or Neumann-type boundary conditions (4).

Figure 5: Influence of the boundary conditions : Comparison of Dirichlet and Neumann-type conditions
Figure 5 shows that this influence increases as the crack opening is growing as well. This is
mainly due to the fact that, considering a single and oriented crack, the domain can be viewed as
a Representative Volume Element provided the opening is very small only. When considering larger
openings, the cube is not a RVE anymore, which leads to a major influence of the boundary conditions.
In that case, Figure 6 shows that the uniform pressure choice is much more closer to the expected
result — here the Poiseuille law — than the uniform mass flow one. Hence we choosed for the
former in the subsequent results. This result is in accordance with the postulat formulated by Hill
for mechanical problems [10]. He explains that the Representative Volume Element exists when the
ratio of the mesoscopic length (length of the sample) over the microscale length (average size of the
heterogeneity) "(a) is structurally entirely typical of the whole mixture on average, and (b) contains
a sufficient number of inclusions of the apparent overall moduli to be effectively independent of the
surface values of traction and displacement so long as these values are macroscopically uniform". In
our study, as soon as the crack opens, the sample can’t be seen as a RVE as it is "cut" in two parts
11

which is in contradiction with the (a) proposition of Hill. The (b) proposition is also wrong as there
is only one crack, which means one heterogeneity in the sample and therefore not a sufficient number
of inclusions.

Figure 6: Influence of the boundary conditions : Comparison to analytical solution

a)

b)
Figure 7: Plane cracks with 20◦ and 30◦ rotation around the Z axis

Figure 7 shows the same kind of "perfect" plane cracks, including a 20◦ or 30◦ rotation around
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the Z axis. The corresponding macroscopic permeability tensors are respectively,


12.1
26.5 −0.03
75.5 −0.04 · 10−17 m2
KM
=  26.1
([[u]]=10−2 mm)
−0.26 −0.27 87.4
and

KM
([[u]]=10−2 mm)




24.6 38.2 0.01
= 37.6 68.8 −0.01 · 10−17 m2
0.02 0.02 95.2

(32)

(33)

The smallest eigenvalue of the matrix (32) is 2.6 × 10−17 m2 and 2.84 × 10−17 m2 for matrix (33).
The corresponding eigenvectors shows a 19.7◦ angle for the first case and a 30.1◦ angle for matrix (33),
which can be compared to the 20◦ and 30◦ angles made by the crack planes. Moreover those values
are in accordance with the intrinsic permeability of the homogeneous domain and thus shows that the
crack has almost no influence on the mass transfer in the direction perpendicular to its plane. The
largest two eigenvalues are 85.0 × 10−17 m2 and 87.4 × 10−17 m2 (dealing with matrix (32)) Those
values are to be compared to the theoretical permeability corresponding to the Poiseuille law — with
a [[u]] = 1.10−2 mm opening — which is 83.3 × 10−17 m2 .
Finally, we compare the principal components of the macroscopic permeability tensor along the
crack opening, from [[u]] = 10−6 mm to [[u]] = 10−2 mm. Figure (8) shows that the computed
tangent permeabilities follow the theoretical cubic law imposed by Poiseuille theory — introduced at
the mesoscale —, while the normal components remains constant and almost equal to the intrinsic
permeability of the surrounding domain.

Figure 8: Evolution of the principal components of the macroscopic permeability tensor along the
crack opening: ’◦’ stand for the normal direction and ’×’ for the tangent directions
It is also worth noting that the influence of the crack on the mesoscale mass flow and thus on the
macroscopic permeability tensor begins with quite small opening (around 1µm).
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4.2

Permeability of RC element under load

The multiscale framework we present here is suitable for mass transfers within concrete structures
or their components. To that aim we focus on experimental results from [8] who designed a coupled
tensile – permeability test on Reinforced Concrete (RC) specimens (610 × 90 × 90 mm3 concrete
element including a 11 mm diameter reinforcement bar). Here we aim at comparing their experimental
measures to numerical results and focus on the permeability evaluation along the failure process.
The fine scale mechanical analysis of this RC tie is based on a spatial truss representation [12] built
with non-adapted meshes. In order to fit to the experimental conditions, displacements are prescribed
at both ends of the steel reinforcement bar. Such increasing load leads to progressive cracking of the
concrete element and Figure (9) shows a typical crack pattern obtained from a numerical analysis.
Three main macroscale cracks are distributed along the tie which is in accordance with experimental
observations. Moreover, we show on Figure (9) that there is a quite good agreement between the
measured values of those cracks openings during the loading process and the corresponding numerical
values.

a)

b)

Figure 9: RC tie numerical analysis: a) Numerical crack patterns, b) Maximum crack opening versus
load (experimental [8] vs computational results)
On the permeability assessment point of view (here the test deals with water), Figure (10) shows
the norm of the mass flow vector at the end of the failure process. In order to match the experiments,
this computation has been made imposing mixed boundary conditions: Dirichlet-type along two
opposite faces of the specimen and Neumann-type (with zero flow rate) for the four other faces.
Although the concrete specimen contains a large number of mesoscale cracks, it is clear that the mass
transfer takes place within a subset of those cracks, corresponding to several percolated paths. Thus,
on the mass transfer point of view, the former may be seen as a set of macroscale cracks. Hence, it
is worth noting that, apart from considering the opening value as the pertinent criterion, this mass
transfer analysis leads to an other way to determine this set of macroscale cracks. This analysis being
linear and so quite simple to drive, it is a very convenient way to characterize macroscale cracks.
Finally, Figure (11) shows the permeability coefficient – here in [m.s−1 ] in order to match with the
experimental results – evolution along the load increase. The permeability increases from approximatively 2.10−10 m.s−1 to 1.10−5 m.s−1 both for numerical and experimental studies. It is also worth
noting that the increasing rate is also quite well represented. Yet, the permeability rise appears for
smaller loading values in the numerical study than in the experimental one. Considering the concrete
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Figure 10: RC tie numerical analysis: Numerical values of the mass flow vector norm

Figure 11: RC tie numerical analysis: Water permeability coefficient versus load [8] vs numerical
results
heterogeneity as well as the experimental discrepancy, those results are quite promising.
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Conclusions and outlooks

In this work we have discussed the use of a sequential two-scales (meso–macro) numerical strategy
in order to upscale the permeability of fractured media such as concrete. Sequential multi-scales
methods aim at building macroscopic models from a sequence of lower scale computations and require
both a macroscale model — here porous media flow — and a fine scale numerical analysis. Such
simple upscaling processes made sequential multi-scale methods quite popular in order to compute
macroscopic properties of heterogeneous media.
Here the cornerstone relies in the coupling of strong discontinuities — which are supposed to model
fine scale fractures within the FE mechanical model — to the fine scale permeability tensor through
Poiseuille law. Such coupling is made possible thanks to the strong discontinuity approach which
provides the opening value for each of these cracks. Indeed, at such meso level — which we assume to
represent heterogeneities from 1 mm — each crack is a path for an oriented flow and, except for low
stress levels, the upscaling process is not possible to manage on a analytical basis. We have presented
different numerical tests showing the ability of the numerical upscaling process to model anisotropic
macroscopic permeability tensor which confirm the intuitive idea that the whole set of fine cracks
cannot lead to an isotropic permeability tensor.
Furthermore, we have compared some experimental results obtained on Reinforced Concrete elements by [8]. Here the heterogeneities are the reinforcement bars and we compute both the mass flow
vector and the resultant macroscopic permeability. When compared to the experiments the two-scales
numerical analysis shows a good agreement. However, we can observe a high discrepancy within the
experimental data. Consequently, further tests dealing with components of RC structures are needed
before a complete assessment may be reached.
Finally, it is worth noting that any upscaling process of the permeability may be viewed as an
advantageous tool in order to define whether the fracture pattern is percolated (or connected) or not.
Actually such feature comes as a by-product results of the two-scales analysis. Hence, to the authors
point of view, important efforts should be paid in the near future in order to develop those multi-scale
strategies, rather within an integrated framework.
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